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Everything looks like this: ppls work as it happens always with Hyperion for free making OS3.2. They have
access to some (all?) OS4 source code as well from Hyperion. So they do what they want to do and once they
did, Hyperion release it and Ben take all the money as always which will be spent on layers attacks and nothing
else, as always :)
OS4 developers may have access to OS3.2 changes as well, of course, but as there currently almost no
_really_ active ones (just a few), none of them will backport any new and good stuff if it happens on OS3.2 to
OS4 back.
For example, there if I remember right one of the good features in OS3.2 is that they fixed an issue from
"intuition" when you trying to change screen mode, and intuition can't cope with saying "can't restart balbala",
and that because some bad apps blocking it with lockpubscreen() or something. If I remember reading changes
in OS3.2 well some time ago, they deal with it in some good manner, while for OS4 still not. While there were
BZ about years ago, and it didn't look like something hard to deal with while looks pretty important from the
user's side, but wasn't done.
Simple there more active devs now willing to work for free on OS3.2, than on OS4. For example, on OS4 no one
touches the workbench ever. No single real improvements in years. Why? Because no one probably wishes to
do it for free and working on what they wish. And not sure anyone wants to work with Ben as it is known from
the past he can just easily not pay and you will be on your own after work done.
But doesn't not matter what i will buy OS3.2 too, not because i want to help Ben in his dirty tactcs, but because
to help ppls working on OS3.2 by showing that their work apprecated. Sadly they will have nothing back for their
work, but only pleasure and satisfaction.

